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Chapter 1

PERFECTLY ILLEGAL AND REMOVABLE Introduction
We have to make sure that
they are perfectly illegal and removable.
Because we are not allowed
to detain someone in order to punish.
We are not judges who punish;
We remove
– Case-worker, Deportation Unit

1.1

The practice of making deportable people

While procedural timelines are ticking and lives are awaiting, piles of paper
lay in wait. Case-workers will take seat behind their desks and shuffle the
papers around again the next working day. The cover image captures the end
of such a day, at which time this now quiet office of a European Deportation
Unit offers a wonderful sunset view. Adding to the impressive skyline is
a scale model of an airplane that decorates the ceiling. Such promotional
gifts from airline companies can be found throughout the workplace: the
Deportation Unit is a regular customer. But most of all, with its desks, screens,
11
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papers, databases and functionaries, the Deportation Unit is a site saturated
with bureaucracy. It is a site, too, that is crucial to the implementation of
deportation. The act of deportation – ‘removal’, in the jargon of the Unit –
needs a subject to deport, one that is ‘perfectly illegal and removable’. It is the
creation of this subject through paperwork that forms the core of the daily
activities in this Deportation Unit.
In what follows, I take my observations of daily file-work as the basis to
analyze the workings of a bureaucratic institution that a Deportation Unit
is. The majority of my ethnographic endeavor took place inside a European
Deportation Unit, part of a national Immigration Office, the exact location of
which will not be disclosed for protection reasons. I chose this bureaucratic
setting as my main site to explore the empirical question that runs through
this thesis, namely how the ‘illegal and removable’ subject is made in daily
practices. How are deportable people made? To learn more about this process
I attended to activities unfolding around deportation files that fall under
the responsibility of this Deportation Unit. But the bureaucratic realities
created in these file practices also travels outside of the Deportation Unit, and
therefore so did I during fieldwork. From living spaces of illegalized people
to closed meetings between member state representatives, from civil society
organizations to the courtroom, from detention centers to embassies, from
transportation vans to database tutorials, deportation practices bring together
a wide variety of acts and actors.
For a large part, these acts and actors relate to one another in and through
bureaucratic settings. The deportation file, and bureaucracy in the wider
sense, is an important technique in the continuation of deportation. Most
time on deportation file-work is invested behind a desk. A desk gathers a
case-worker, printed documents collected in brightly colored file folders, and
a screen showing a database with even more file components. Dozens of such
desk spaces are connected with one another by the infrastructure of an office,
namely stairs, corridors, elevators or escalators. The transformation of the
referent of the deportation file to a deportable subject is key in this work.
Now, ‘referent’ might appear to be a distancing term, but I use it consciously
12
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as such. It accurately describes the relation between the file and the person
the file ‘refers’ to – potential deportees themselves are excluded from the
majority of the bureaucratic process. By using the term ‘referent’ I aim to avoid
misleading assumptions that the file and the deportee are interchangeable
subjects. Crucially, the file is merely referencing a human being.
Besides the quality of referring to people as bureaucratic subjects – a matter of
translation – the file has more to offer to a deportation procedure. Most actors
involved in the trajectory of a deportation file appear only in one step of the
procedure. These include police, lawyers and consuls, but also bureaucrats
who are assigned to one task following a division of the work. On the contrary,
deportation files move through the process as a whole. It is in the file-work
that all acts and actors can become related to one another. When I talk about
file-work, I mean the practices that are formed in the social relations (un)made
on a deportation file trajectory. File-work is formed by practices that are both
mobilized by, as also become related to one another through, the trajectory of
deportation files. This makes file-work a highly social, relational and situated
affair. Besides desk work on either digital1 or hard copy documents, these
practices can be found in what might be more unexpected places. File-work
also includes the waiting time that files spent on the shelf, the transfer of
files from one location to the next, phone calls to the files’ referent contact
person in the detention centers, or bureaucrats consulting one another over
a mugshot. These are all examples of file-work because it is the collection of
these practices that shape the transformation of the file.
My reflections presented here on the making of deportable subjects in
bureaucratic practices stem from attending to file-work – following trajectories
of files and observing the interactions that incite the files’ transformations
along the way – complemented by ethnographic methods on which I further
elaborate under subtitle six: interviews, group conversations, participant
observation and document analysis. The knowledge that is mobilized in the
1

Digitalization of files was well under way during my fieldwork which makes particular translations possible but comes down to file-work, too.
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process of making deportable subjects, however, transpires outside of the
office settings where it was initiated. Therefore, an analysis of ‘bureaucratic
activity can be linked to wider social questions in ways that genuinely add
understandings’ (Heyman 2012: 1270). The wider discussion that emanates
from my empirical undertaking among practices in the deportation field is:
How does the figure of the deportable subject that is made in bureaucratic
practices affect our social lives? This latter question aims to mobilize sensitivity
towards the understanding that deportable people and the bureaucratic
practices wherein they are made are part of our social lives rather than
forming an isolated reality.
In the remainder of this introduction, I first give a concise impression of the
Deportation Unit as my main fieldwork site (2). Then I situate this setting
in relation to recent societal developments (3). Thereafter, I position my
work in scholarship on deportation (4) before I go deeper into a theoretical
discussion on deportation bureaucracy, which is the day to day paper shuffling
wherein deportable subjects are made (5). The subsequent method section (6)
is followed by a discussion on ethics (7). Finally, the five thesis chapters that
follow after this introduction will be introduced.

14
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1.2

Inside a Deportation Unit
For the annual figures counts that,
for example, someone is prepared as an
‘unaccompanied deportee’, refuses, but later
departs with an escort [on another flight].
Both will be counted as a deportation:
because the file is indeed booked
on the plane every single time,
it is registered and prepared
- Case-worker, Deportation Unit

The Deportation Unit consists of various offices responsible for different tasks,
and is itself one of the several departments of the national Immigration Office.
In this bureaucratically divided site daily practices are designed to create and
process deportation files, or ‘files-for-removal’ as they are referred to within
the Unit. These files each carry an individual referent as a potential deportee.
Although bureaucrats in the Unit hardly ever meet a potential deportee faceto-face, they fulfill a specific part of the selection in deciding which file will
continue the process towards deportation. First, bureaucrats have to decide
what legal decision is granted to an incoming file. There are several options
for legal orders available between not further pursuing deportation, which
often comes down to releasing the referent from a local police cell, to detaining
the deportee ‘with the prospect of removal’. The latter only marks the start
of the bureaucratic work that is installed in the Deportation Unit. All-in-all,
it is internally estimated that between 10-15%2 of the ‘files’ forwarded to the
Deportation Unit will effectively be detained as a ‘file-for-removal’, indicating
2

Based on the figures in the annual report of 2015, which is in hands of the author.
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that the implementation of deportation policy is not a straightforward
process.
That the majority of ‘files-for-removal’ does not lead to actual deportation is
caused by a variety of factors. On a file’s trajectory, there might be legal factors
that hinder the legalization of the deportation; for example, medical issues,
family reasons, prison stay, or no verified identity. There are also internal
procedural factors designed through several bureaucratic techniques that
influence the selection of potential deportees. Think of a destination country
list indicating the degree of ‘removability’ of deportees, the capacity of the
closed centers, or available transportation and security options. Moreover,
during my time in the Unit I came to understand how external factors
influence the selection, ranging from circumstances at airports, the degree
of ‘criminality’ of an individual as filed by police reports, scheduled targeted
police actions, or the cooperation with external partners on either the local
level, like the municipality, or the international level, like diplomatic relations.
The selection of who will eventually be deported occurs largely during the
bureaucratic process, within which all these factors might become relevant
in the trajectory of deportation files. Ultimately, when deportation is the
tool for nation-states to differentiate between belonging and non-belonging
people present on its territory — an ordering for which a legal framework
is installed to legalize these acts — it is in bureaucratic practices gathered
in the Deportation Unit where the selection of those who will be deported
unfolds.
Moreover, when it comes to the internal deportation figures mentioned, it
should be considered that these refer to the number of deportations, which
does not equal the number of persons being deported. The numbers might
include several deportations of the same person within that annual year
— this is not uncommon, especially when it comes to deportation within
European territories, that a deported person returns within the same year
and is deported again. Moreover, the numbers might include scheduled
transportations without considering whether they were canceled at the last
moment, as the vignette above refers to. In these cases, a ‘file’ is booked several
16
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times indeed, but the individual is deported only once. In other words, the
annual figures of the deportation bureaucracy do not reflect people but files.
Files might compose the subject of an individual deportee, but statistics
measuring the work based on these files rather reflect (destination) state
territories and numbers. One might wonder to what extent deportation, then,
is about individuals. But, as stated, the deportation file refers to individuals.
In sum, what can be communicated through deportation bureaucracy, and
what realities can be made through its file-work, are questions integral to the
contributions of this thesis.

1.3

On the intersection of deportation and bureaucracy
There are moments that I think, what the hell are we doing.
The pressure is constantly boosted.
And we repatriate people who are back in an eye wink.
Well, we have an expression for that:
‘filling a bucket that is full of holes.’
And then I watch these politicians on television,
talking about the annual figures
and I am thinking to myself: ‘oh, will you shut up!’
It is only about results and figures…
And one won’t succeed in getting them all away, you know.
That is simply impossible!
- Case-worker, Deportation Unit

What would become known as the ‘migration crisis’ of 2015 took place during
my fieldwork. At the time, there was a rise in the arrival of people seeking
refuge fleeing war from the Middle East, predominantly Syria. But the term
‘crisis’ used by politicians and the mainstream media did not refer to these
17
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conflicts that caused people to flee, nor the crisis these same people faced
on their perilous way to safe lands. Rather, ‘crisis’ seemed to refer to what
happened to ‘Europe’ at the time. Europe here figures as ‘an idea that the
world can be known as arrangements of faces and places3’ (Schinkel and
Van Reekum 2019: 131). The suggested gravity of this European crisis was
visualized through images of unknown faces ‘overflowing’ the continent, the
place, that dominated the media: packed boats on the Mediterranean, people
breaking through fences in Eastern Europe, Greek camps full of people who
got impeded on their way into Europe, and maps with big arrows portraying
the ‘invasion’ of people migrating to Europe (c.f. van Houtum and Bueno
Lacy 2019). Even though ‘…this “crisis”, as reported in the European press
and furthered by many European politicians, is constituted by the arrival
of peoples who, together, constitute fewer than 0.25% of the population
of Europe.’ (Bhambra 2017: 397). Such numbers put these events in some
perspective (although I do not wish to embark onto a ‘problematic normative
project’ to straighten facts and figures [Marres 2018]). But whether numbers
reflect the portrayal of an invasion or not, what is foremost curious about it
is what measurements it allowed for. Paradoxically, in light of this ‘migration
crisis’, reception units were instructed to adhere to newly installed quotas
increasingly limiting the number of applications to process in a day. To the
frustration (and boredom) of bureaucrats working in these units, these day
quotas were far below their capacity. As a result, the lines of people hoping
to file their asylum request were maintained for weeks. To the public it thus
appeared that the number of people arriving was too high to handle – that the
country was indeed ‘overrun’ by people seeking refuge. However, contrary to
the reception centers, the Deportation Unit received financial support during
this time to expand significantly.
That investments into measurements to prevent the presence of migrating
people are preferred over those arranging their stay is not uncommon in
the field of migration policies. Take, for example, the distribution of budgets

3

Translation by author.
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intended for ‘immigration management’ by the European Union. Money
predominantly goes into measures preventing people from either coming in
or – if they managed to enter nevertheless – preventing their stay instead of
investing in their integration or labor migration.4 And migration management
investments are only about to increase in the coming years. In 2014-2020, the
budget for border management within the EU was 14,92 billion.5 In the coming
period, 2021-2027, the ‘funding’ for ‘border and migration management’
will be 34,9 billion6 (see also investigative journalism by Vermeulen, De
Correspondent7). The website of the European Commission states of this
budget that ‘[a] fourfold increase is proposed for border management funding
under the new Integrated Border Management Fund (IBMF) from the current
€2.7 billion (2014-2020) up to €9.3 billion (+241%).’8
In the same period that the increase of ‘border management’ budgets was
announced, another announcement was made that could be considered as
a parallel event. In the fall of 2019 a new post for a Euro Commissioner was
to be installed complementing the already existing ones, the new post titled
‘Protecting our European Way of Life’. When appointed to this post, Margaritis
Schinas assured that migration would become one of his key issues.9 It should
be mentioned that despite the EU representative claiming to be the protector
of a European way of life, the EU does of course not equal Europe. Discussing
European citizenship, Isin for example, conceives of ‘Europe as an assemblage
4
5
6
7

8
9

See also the report by Oxfam International published January 2020, ‘The EU Trust
Fund for Africa: Trapped Between Aid Policy and Migration Politics’
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/infographics/migration/public/index.
html?page=budgets (accessed Jan 2, 2020)
https://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-18-4127_en.htm (accessed Jan 2,
2020)
Among other pieces: https://decorrespondent.nl/10580/tien-vragen-tien-minutenis-er-wel-een-europees-migratiebeleid/460981180-b8c83f7b (accessed May 4,
2020)
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/MEMO_18_4127 (accessed Jan 2, 2020)
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20190926IPR62256/hearing-of-vice-president-designate-margaritis-schinas (accessed Oct 9, 2019)
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of multiple and overlapping organizations, institutions, movements, interests,
agreements and actors and the European Union as one, significant if not
hegemonic, entity among others’ (Isin 2013: 19). However, the two become
related in the events sketched above in their shared aim of protecting what
is understood as Europe by excluding what is recognized as non-European.
The EU invests into getting certain people out and a ‘European way of life’ is
mobilized that is supposedly in danger. Simultaneously, it has been argued: ‘If
there is a crisis in Europe, it is a moral crisis associated with Europe’s failure,
in the main, to act in a manner consistent with what are claimed as European
values (at the very least, these would include a commitment to human rights
and upholding the rule of law, including international law)’ (Bhambra 2017:
395). These ‘European’ values are undermined by the ‘facilitation of forms of
exclusionary nationalism hostile to those values’ (Bhambra 2017: 395).
Besides the financial costs that accompany these exclusionary dynamics,
they also come with significant human costs (c.f. Spijkerboer 2007 and
2013). According to IOM statistics from 2019, since 2014 18,960 deaths
were ‘recorded’ in the Mediterranean Sea.10 This led the term ‘migration
management’ to be referred to as a euphemism for ‘a politics of death’
(Schinkel and Van Reekum 2019: 10; see also Cuttitta and Last 2019). That
these people found death on their way to Europe makes it painfully clear
that procedures for legal entries to Europe are not meant for them, but for
others. It is indeed mainly the selection of people that has gained priority.
This was justly argued by De Haas, Natter and Vezzoli (2016) following their
comparative study showing that entry and integration policies have become
less restrictive on an international level, whereas policies towards illegalized
migration have become more restrictive. Now, it is exactly this selection of
who does not belong – a selection that can only exist by defining who does
belong – that plays a crucial role in the local deportation practices that are
central in this thesis. It is in these local practices, in the file-work wherein

10 https://www.iom.int/news/mediterranean-migrant-arrivals-reach-72263-2019-d
eaths-reach-1041 (accessed Feb 11, 2020)
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the subject who will be deported has yet to be made, that the ‘how’ of this
selection unfolds.

1.4

Deportation as a subject of study

1

‘He looks like a Moroccan, just look at the photo!’
Leaning over his desk the case-worker hands the file to his senior.
‘Shall I start a Moroccan file?’
While taking a closer look at the mugshot stapled
to the inside of the file folder his senior responds:
‘Based solely on a photo...? No, that would be premature’
When the senior is gone the case-worker shrugs.
‘If it was up to me I would do it:
The Tunisian authorities say they do not know him’
While updating the file he reads out loud while typing:
‘Given the fact that person involved has always claimed to be from Tunis’
it is not advisable to start a Moroccan or Algerian file’
- Case-worker, Deportation Unit

Deportation studies find their roots in the intersection of migration and
security studies. They became increasingly extensive as a field at the beginning
of this century (Coutin 2015: 674). In line with the theoretical work that I wish
to contribute to, deportation is the term that I use here, although this is not an
unproblematic choice within the field. ‘Removal’ is the term usually used for
this practice among state bureaucrats, whereas in court, for example, the term

21
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‘repatriation’ is more commonly used.11 However, deportation, removal and
repatriation in this context all refer to the same thing: the forceful expulsion
of people whose presence in a national territory is illegalized, whereby both
the expulsion as well as the illegalization are sovereign acts. Deportation,
then, can be considered a population management tool used by nation-states.
As Walters puts it, ‘Modern deportation is both a product of the state system,
and […] one of a number of techniques for the ongoing management of a
world population that is divided into states’ (2002: 271-275). Forcibly moving
people from one state to another, which is what deportation comes down to,
testifies to an exercise of sovereign power in an attempt to manage national
populations on territories claimed by states.
Although expulsions are historically not new (of which I will say more in
chapter five), ‘[s]tate monopolization of the means of legitimate movement
has rendered individual travelers dependent on state (as opposed to private)
authority for their movements in a manner previously unparalleled in human
history’ (Torpey 1998: 19). The state is indeed the authoritative entity when it
comes to deportations, but it is Torpey’s use of ‘movement’ that deserves some
attention. Focusing on the movement of people as an act preceding deportation
runs the risk of suggesting this movement to be the causality of deportation.
Such emphasis reiterates the exact rhetoric that is often mobilized to prove
the necessity and inevitability of deportations: that ‘they’ do not belong ‘here’
but ‘there’ where they once came from. In fact, the politics of belonging at
stake in deportation is less about the movement of people. Rather, it is about
what presence on which national territory is considered legitimate or not — a
consideration that might be followed by the state forcing people to move ‘out’.
As some argue, this presence is related to the degree of belongingness that
bodies are measured against: ‘The construction of darker citizens as aliens
over the 1960s was based on a visceral understanding of difference predicated
11 Terminology here is as politicized as the field itself: on different fieldwork occasions I was repeatedly explained that deportation is considered a term referring
to the transportation of Jews in the Second World War, and using it for today’s
actions is considered to give away one’s condemnation towards them.

22
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on race rather than in relation to any legal basis.’ (Bhambra 2017: 403, italics
in original). But whether a legal basis forms the immediate cause to expel or
not, the legal basis of deportations is a status that has to be attained to fit the
legal framework that legitimizes them.
Before an actual deportation takes place the subject of deportation has to
be illegalized. This illegalization of a potential deportee is based on a nonbelongingness to the nation of the state’s territory that the deportee resides
in. The nation-state, in Agamben’s words, ‘means a state that makes nativity
or birth (that is, of the bare human life) the foundation of its own sovereignty’
(Agamben 1995: 116). In a similar vein, marking certain people as legal and
others as illegal creates a state’s population and legalizes the state violence
used to displace those who do not belong to that population. The violent
consequences of this project do not only affect those who are actually
forcefully moved outside of national borders. Those who stay present – a
significant portion of potential deportees – are also affected by this violence
by being recognized as illegalized presences in the territory they reside in. The
distinction between people whose presence is identified as illegal against legal
presence is ‘a normative distinction embedded in a particular political project’
(Walters 2010: 88). This opposition figures as one of the imaginations deployed
to nurture the urge for measures such as deportation. The infrastructure of
deportation, including file-work in a Deportation Unit, thus forms part of
this political project.
In deportation practice more is at stake than merely the act of the violent
displacement of certain bodies. This is underlined by the (not new) empirical
insight that many people living in a situation of ‘deportability’ (De Genova
2002) are not deported, and of those who are, many are not deported to where
they are considered to belong to but rather to other European territories.
In this sense, deportations do not seem overly ‘successful’ (c.f De Genova
2002; see also Galvin 2015). Coutin refers to this insight as the ‘irrationality
of deportation’ (Coutin 2015: 677). Such irrationality is not alien to those
working in ‘migration management’ infrastructures. Rozakou observed
during her research among migration officers in Greece that ‘[t]he imagery
23
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associated with an ideal bureaucracy— a system of absolute knowledge,
control, and governance of populations— is powerful; and yet, the actors are
fully aware that it is a fantasy’ (Rozakou 2017: 45). The question thus becomes
what makes deportations continue, what allows their investments to increase,
if the actual ‘removal’ of unwanted presences is relatively limited. Indeed,
‘if deportation is irrational, then perhaps explanations need to examine the
fantasies that are made possible through deportation’ (Coutin 2015: 677).
What imaginaries are fueled by deportation practices? In line with Coutin’s
call, I aim to reflect on the imaginary of the deportee as a recognizable subject,
and the social relations that mobilize and maintain that imaginary. I do so
in order to ask what political projects becomes possible through this figure
of the deportee.

1.5

What does deportation bureaucracy do?
Last week I processed an Afghan.
The file was already transferred to the subunit for repatriation!
And now I receive a call from the pre-removal detention center,
saying that he is probably not an Afghan
– Case-worker, Deportation Unit
In our cultures ‘paper shuffling’ is the source of an essential power,
that constantly escapes attention since its materiality is ignored
– Latour 1986: 28

Inside the Deportation Unit daily practices are saturated with the promise
of making deportable people, a subject that resonates in the deportation
continuum as a whole (see chapter two; see also Stepputat 2012). But how is
24
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this subject made, what is mobilized along a deportation file’s trajectory, and
which relations are involved as a file goes on its trajectory? These questions
position my reflections on deportation practices not primarily within
migration or security debates but within thoughts about the workings of (nationstate) bureaucracy and its performative (and unequally distributed) power.
While acknowledging the (violent) effects of the state to be real I position
myself within debates that do not engage in question-begging about what the
state is, but rather what it does in and through practice (e.g. Das and Poole
2004). Such an approach avoids a reification of the state as a mystified reality
behind political practice (Abrams 1988). It is the collection of local practices,
brought together in daily work, that enables the (re)production of deportation
by states. In other words, deportation as a ‘sovereign act’ can exist because it is
embedded ‘in a host of mundane bureaucratic practices’ (Ferguson and Gupta
2002: 994). As such, these practices ‘actualize a state’s power over in- and
exclusion’, as Hertoghs describes in relation to asylum application procedures
(Hertoghs 2019). More specifically in relation to this dissertation, the state
is sought in the relations that are built in bureaucratic practices wherein the
deportable subject is constantly – but contingently – made.
Having closely attended to bureaucratic work in a state institution for months,
I can hardly imagine that Graeber did the same before he formulated the
statement: ‘Paperwork is boring […] there just aren’t that many interesting
things one can say about it.’ (Graeber 2012: 108). Regardless of whether the
daily work that bureaucrats are tasked with can be boring, what makes
‘paperwork’ so analytically intriguing is that it does many things yet it is
impossible to grasp what it is. Ten Bos’s comparison of bureaucracy with an
octopus also makes sense here. It is based on the characteristic that an octopus
has no central brain, but a rather dispersed one – the tentacles of an octopus
have brain-like elements too (Ten Bos 2016: 17). At the same time, paperwork
is highly performative, a technique saturated with power, and a daily practice
that enables and mediates relations and (inter)actions. Documents transform
in transitions, are both object and subject, and simultaneously mobilize the
bureaucratic work itself while also being the product that legitimizes that

25
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same work. But the changing form, function and focus of file-work on divided
and therefore obfuscated trajectories is exactly what makes it challenging to
describe bureaucratic practice beyond a dull processing of paperwork. I thus
tend to think with Mathur that ‘[p]erhaps it is not boredom or an absence of
things to say, as much as the difficulty in the crafting of a language to capture
the banality and to express the everyday operations of bureaucracies’ (Mathur
2017: 8). Indeed, to ‘capture’ deportation bureaucracy is the challenge in this
work.
So how did I study deportation bureaucracy? As will be clear by now, not
only ‘street-level bureaucrats’ (Lipsky 2010), ‘paper-shufflers’ (Latour 1986),
or ‘ink shitters’12 (Ten Bos 2016) play a role in paperwork; crucially, so do the
documents themselves. Documents surely contribute to how ‘bureaucratic
thought’ is generated in bureaucrats’ minds (Heyman 1995), but the role of
documents also has been analyzed beyond their merely instrumental role for
bureaucrats. Indeed, ‘pens, papers, and other raw materials of power’ (Kafka
2009: 341) have gained attention among social scientists in recent years (see
especially chapter three). It can thus hardly be maintained that its materiality
is still being ignored as previously (Latour 1986). In relation to ‘migration
management’, for example, Cabot (2012) followed the Greek identity card of
migrants who arrived in Greece. She shows how the meanings attributed to
documents by their users differ and that users thus influence the effects the
documents have on them. In his research on files in bureaucratic institutions,
Hull (2003) holds that there is more to documents than only the meaning
attributed to them by their users. Files are not ‘merely the passive instruments
of social agents but active in the creation and maintenance of those agents’
(Hull 2003: 290; see also Hull 2012). Documents themselves can be actors too.
Van Oorschot shows that the file in practice figures as ‘the neutral carrier’ of
truth claims and also ‘a transforming object’ with a history (Van Oorschot
2014: 30313). What the deportation file is depends on the specific time and
place in the deportation process, including the relations formed around it.
12 Translation by author.
13 Translation by author.
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Indeed, the file in that sense figures as a ‘mutable mobile’ (De Laet and Mol
2000; Law and Mol 2001). They move through the Deportation Unit and
other spaces gathered in their trajectory and, as they do, they transform too.
They do so in two ways: their shape transforms and the way in which this
materiality is put to work changes in different contexts. Relations around the
file are constantly shifting, they are constantly formed and disrupted, and so
it changes ‘what the file does’ as it travels through the procedure.
In my research I aim to divert my focus from actors, whether they may be
bureaucrats or documents, to file practices and the relations formed by them.
I do not focus on the experiences of case-workers. Nor do I primarily ask
what the file is. While acknowledging the value of such approaches, both
bureaucrats and files both become part of this study in my attempt to analyze
what file-work as a practice materializes. File trajectories, directed by the
file’s needs structuring mundane work practices, bind together various
(state) actors, practices and places. The relations (un)made through file-work
are central, more so than the materiality itself. In these relations, in the
interactions built around file-work, knowledge can be created and undone.
What follows from such an approach is that knowledge is situational and
dependent on where and by whom it is created, as well as on who benefits from
it. To take a little side step to feminist thought, in the 1980s Haraway argued
that ‘woman’ is not a neutral political category (Haraway 2006, originally
published 1985). Rather, it is ‘a highly complex category constructed in
contested sexual scientific discourses and other social practices.’ (Haraway
2006: 122). The point here that I take along throughout this thesis is that
knowledge about identity categories is socially and historically constituted,
of a fractured nature and constructed in social practice, which means that
‘knowledge’ created around such categories cannot be but ‘situated’ (Haraway
1988).
The ‘paper shuffling’ in the Deportation Unit is a social practice that creates
knowledge on the bureaucratic referent as a certain category. This is the
deportable person as a population category (see chapter five). Simultaneously,
this practice also shapes the relations between bureaucrats, desks, papers,
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lawyers, consuls, and more in the deportation infrastructure. It is practice
‘caught up in sets of relations’ (Law 2004: 68). It is exactly the relationality
between a variety of actors, objects, and places wherein the deportable subject
can be produced. It is in relations that transformations take place. File-work
is not merely engaged in a changing set of relations, as such file-work also
entails a process of making. File-work is aimed at creating a bureaucratic
subject, or at recognizing a file’s referent as such, at knowing the deportable
subject. Offering insights into the making of the bureaucratic subject – the
deportee – as locally produced bureaucratic knowledge thus also contributes to
research into ‘street-level bureaucracy’ (Lipsky 2010). An approach to such a
situated production of knowledge in the context of file-work has been applied
to the transformation of files in juridical bureaucratic contexts (e.g. Latour
2010; M’charek et al 2012; Van Oorschot 2014; 2018). However, I explore the
knowledge practices of file-work related to deportation wherein knowledge
on the subject of the file as potential deportees is required. The questions
concerning the knowledge produced in the setting of the Deportation Unit
are: what collectives are formed by and around deportation files and how
do these collectives shape the figure of the deportable subject throughout a
deportation procedure?
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1.6

Ways to study file-work
I would not mention that he
cannot prove that it is impossible
to build a life for his family
in his home country.
Because then they [the defense]
might start to think about the family:
‘oh wait, the kid goes to school here
and the mother has a job…’
- Case-workers consulting one another, Deportation Unit

The analysis I wish to put forward here of how a deportable person is made
in daily practice is shaped substantially by my methodological choice to
follow deportation paperwork. Attending to file-work ‘on the spot’ allowed
me to follow files that travel to various locations outside of Deportation Units
for the sake of file-work. Being present also enabled me to pay attention to
what, intentionally so or not, was left out of files (of which the above quote
provides an example). Questions that I asked included what relations
become possible through file-work, and, in a similar vein, which relations
can be (partly) undone? A noteworthy difference between my research and
that of more historical research on archives might thus be described as a
difference in focus: I primarily attended to the shuffling of papers rather than
observing their materiality. A difference that could also be interpreted as a
methodological shift from being to doing (Mol and Law 2004). This changes
the perspective of an ethnographer because, curiously, ‘it appears practices
may not stage clear actors at all’ (Vogel 2016: 131). The origin, as it were, of
what is made in bureaucratic practice is hardly ever straightforward. Along
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the way of the making practice, the collective involved is itself constantly
shaped. Bureaucratic ‘doing’ is inherently relational.
Bureaucratic deportation practices are here studied by taking a relational
approach. As Law proposes: ‘You have to start with the relations that produce
(or don’t produce) realities and objects and people of one kind or another…
And what is most important in this process is whether a (revisable and
provisional) collective can somehow be generated so that whatever has been
created can live together’ (Law 2011: 5). Paper shuffling comprises the ongoing
practice wherein productive relations, a collective, can be (un)formed. These
relations are productive in the sense that, by their relatedness, entities involved
‘…make a difference to each other: they make each other be’ (Law and Mol
2008: 58). Whatever comes out of the practice that file-work is, has to be ‘made
to be’ - or not. Bureaucratic knowledge, thus, is a process. It is this process that
I aimed to study with the methods that I used during my fieldwork between
2012 and 2016:
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Method

Practice

Observing participation

> 100 days in Deportation Units
- including sitting behind desks, joining
bureaucrats, group meetings, farewell parties,
training sessions, work visits, archive visits.

Participant observation

> 100 days at NGOs for migrant support
Additional field visits
- embassies, (closed) conferences, NGOs, citizen
initiatives, detention centers, demonstrations,
squats, tent camps, courtrooms, and more.

Informal conversations

Mostly during work behind a desk, but also
including daily coffee breaks, lunch meetings,
dinners, after work drinks, gossip, elevator chats,
staircase talks, and more.

In-depth, semistructured interviews
(majority of which
recorded and
transcribed)

19 with bureaucrats within Deportation Units
8 with bureaucrats in Immigration Policy
9 with civil society actors
36 in total

Document analysis

Analyzing archived documents
Analyzing contemporary standardized
documents
Analyzing reports and policy documents
Analyzing the transformation of documents

Media analysis

Coverage of the ‘migration crisis’
Coverage of immigration policy changes
Coverage of political key actors

1

I based the sampling of interviewees on the location in the procedure that
bureaucrats are responsible for, to ensure that I interviewed people working
in different stages of the procedure, and on the experience of bureaucrats,
selecting senior bureaucrats in a all parts of the procedure who were
considered specialists. Apart from some archived documents, the document
analysis mostly consisted of studying documents and their transformations
that entered the file-work at some point. Among them were arrest forms
from the police, deportation orders, identification documents, the ‘history’
of the file’s referent, and transportation details. The media analyses were
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important in shaping my focus. Especially the discrepancy between what
was communicated in the media, mostly by politicians, and how that related
to my observations from ‘inside’. Due to the risk of revealing the locations I
will not go into detail about such cases.
My main methodological quest before fieldwork was to gain access to a closed
setting like Deportation Units. In chapter four I elaborate on gaining access to
the specific Unit where I spent the most time, which is why I will be concise
about it here. First of all, I had been interested in deportation for a few years,
during which I developed a sense of this politically charged field and contacts
with some actors involved. From there, I familiarized myself even more with
the infrastructures around deportations. Spending time in less securitized
settings was the first and crucial step towards access to this Deportation
Unit. Over several months I found myself among civil society organizations,
academics, policymakers, and collectives formed by undocumented migrants.
I also thoroughly studied annual reports and publicly available statistics on
deportations. In this way I created a necessary insight into the organizational
structure around deportation, its hierarchies, and the common jargon used to
talk about deportation. It was on one of my field trips in the wider deportation
infrastructure that I was introduced to the person who eventually would
become my first gatekeeper. For confidentiality reasons I cannot share further
details about our introduction but this gatekeeper made it possible for me to
schedule a meeting with the director of the Immigration Office: the one who
would open more gates for me than I could have ever anticipated. During our
two-hour-long, one-on-one meeting, the information I had gathered by then
proved helpful. I knew what made the country stand out compared to other
European states, I was aware of recent cases that had caused an uproar in the
media, I was familiar with recent political changes and knew which jargon
was suitable in this location. Being knowledgeable about the field made it
possible, crucially, to have a discussion that went beyond divided opinions,
and instead focused on the actual, daily work that goes into deportations.
There are possibly other reasons, political or personal, that I am not aware of
but that contributed to the outcome of our meeting. Soon after, the director
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ensured that I was provided with an Immigration Office employee card,
followed by my own desk among case-workers in the Deportation Unit.
I was requested to sign a confidentiality contract that, in line with research
ethics, obliges me to protect the privacy of the file referents and to not
disclose information on individual cases. The empirical data shared in this
dissertation was selected because it illustrates structural dealings with files
in the Deportation Unit. Besides taking the privacy of file referents into
account, I also anonymized other participants’ names and gender. As a way
to protect myself as a researcher I was determined not to actively participate
in deportation file practices, while at the same time trying to attend to all
the work that goes into the making of a deportable subject. This caused
challenges at times and proved to be a(nother) boundary that can be made
on paper, but which is less maintained in practice (see also chapter four). My
efforts to strictly put up with that boundary influenced my relationship with
bureaucrats whose cooperation and generosity to share their experience were
crucial for my research. I remember one morning that a bureaucrat patiently
explained to me all the steps taken in a specific file. However, when a copy
had to be made of a certain document I would refuse to do it. In this sense I
was unable – and unwilling – to build a ‘reciprocal relationship’ with those
I surrounded myself most in the field, the bureaucrats (Maiter et. al 2008).
However, in line with my methodological approach to the field as formed by
social relations, I cannot deny that I have been part of these relations by being
present. By attending to these practices, participation might be adjusted to
the circumstances, but cannot be denied.
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1.7

Can deportation research be ethical?
The man next to me shares that
he has no clue what will happen to him.
I ask him what he knows about his file.
He starts looking for a paper in his pocket.
Its fold lines are torn and one part is completely missing.
I still recognize it to be a letter from the Immigration Office.
However, and so I tell the man, details like the file number
and which subunit currently processes this file
are usually written on the top of such a letter.
Digging into his pocket deeper, the man finds the missing piece.
After positioning it on top of the other pieces
he asks with what seems a mix of hope and hesitation:
‘This is… my file...?’
- Illegalized person

Gaining access behind the closed doors of state institutions meant that I
encountered situations I could not have foreseen and that subsequently were
not taken into consideration in my research proposal. This included ethical
dilemmas that I came to face, some of which will be further discussed in
chapter four. The emergence of these ethical challenges is related to the
relational perspective with which I approached the field. Just as practices in
one location can transform relations in other places, taking an ethical stance
in relation to one research participant can influence the ethical approach
taken elsewhere and towards others. In other words, it cannot be determined
what ethical stance in which site is preferable independent of the ethical stance
towards others. During my research conflicting ethical issues arose when it
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came to my relation with bureaucrats, and those with potential deportees
as the ‘distant others’ that ethnographers should account for (Wall 2011).
The challenge, however, is not to measure the ethical needs of distant others
with those closer to the field site. The challenge lies in the fact that these
distant others are part of the ethical considerations precisely because they
are intricately related to actors physically present in the field. For this reason,
ethical needs cannot be balanced independently, as if they were separate
from one another. Responding to ethical needs of certain actors can affect a
researcher’s ethical stance towards others.
There is one important ethical dilemma that I did foresee, which is related to
my methodological choice. This is that the subject of deportation practices is
actually excluded from the file-work, and is hence excluded from the practices
that I study. The quote above, which comes from an interaction I had in a
squat that was made into a home by dozens of illegalized people, illustrates
this exclusion. The attention to paperwork on the side of bureaucrats, as
will be further elaborated on in chapter three, forms a stark contrast to the
affective relationship between this referent and his case-file. But I also met
people carrying numerous plastic bags bulging with papers who could not
differentiate between the importance of papers, and hence kept everything
carefully (speaking about them as ‘undocumented’ is slightly ironic). This is
perhaps unsurprising, knowing that referents are excluded from the biggest
chunk of file-work. They never become attached to it; nor are they in a position
to create a file by way of a ‘counter-archive’ (Hussain 2019). In the relations
formed in the file-work these people were not included apart from some
visits to detention centers, mostly for the purpose of adding identification
documents to the file. Following my methodological choice to attend to the
bureaucracy installed in the deportation field, and my questions concerning
the making of subject of deportations, the referents of the file, deportees, are
not included in this research. Not to include the perspective of deportees in
this research was thus a matter of methodological choice. As is clear, studying
deportation practice means to study a practice in which people subject to
deportation themselves are explicitly excluded.
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This methodological implication does give rise to an ethical question
concerning not including people facing deportation. After all, those living
in circumstances of deportability are certainly visible and active in our
societies. I thus acknowledge Coutin’s warning to deportation scholars that
they risk ‘…to underestimate the roles of non-state actors, overemphasize
deportees’ powerlessness and disconnect deportation from the events and
histories within which it is embedded.’ (Coutin 2015: 674). I am also aware of
the growing body of important literature emphasizing the agency of migrants
despite — or perhaps because of — their dire position (e.g. Cabot 2012), and
for example through anti-deportation activism (e.g. Isin and Saward 2013;
Nyers and Rygiel 2012; McNevin 2011; see also chapter one). However, I chose
not to burden these people with requests to provide me with data nor to
build relationships with them in order to seek data. They are forced into a
position where enough is being asked of them (they often lack basic needs),
and it simultaneously often remains unclear what value there is for them by
cooperating with the (research) interest of others. However, in an attempt not
to be caught up in the alienation created through the bureaucratic practices
that I surrounded myself with, I sought interaction with people living under
circumstances of deportability throughout my writing. People who are
illegalized, but who also come home after a day of work to cook a meal, who
complain not only about politicians but also about the weather, who dance
on the weekends, who are searching for a worthy life. And again, deportees
are not the cause of the issue I attempt to highlight here, even though they
experience the most violent consequences of it. The aim of my analysis of
bureaucratic deportation practices is to show how the knowledge created
here affects all our social lives because it recognizes us differently. Namely,
as belonging or non-belonging subjects and everything in between, these
recognitions come with the power to shape our days and nights. This implies
that we, either deportable or not in this temporary place, all form part of this
normative project, of this politics of belonging.
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1.8

Now let us begin: the chapters
In the end a document has to be drafted
wherein all of the history of a deportee is summed up.
His whole history up until his removal:
All arrest codes, confinements, earlier attempts of removal…
Because this has to be presented to the pilot
who subsequently has to decide:
‘Do we take this one along on the flight or not?’
- Case-worker, Deportation Unit

Describing the core of his work, a bureaucrat involved in the statistics
produced for the Immigration Office told me: ‘Our main objective is to
manage and avoid irregular currents that are coming towards us’. The
landscape he sketches is one of two separate worlds depicted as ‘us’ on a
designated territory on the one hand, and ‘irregular currents’ that threaten
this place on the other. Indeed, it is tempting to turn our gaze outside of
ourselves here. This movement to find ‘the migrant’ outside of ourselves is
also facilitated by terms like a ‘migration crisis’ or ‘irregular migrants’ (as in:
what ‘they’ bring upon ‘us’ with their ‘illegal’ bodies). But what if deportation
practice is rather formed from the inside? Then ‘who do we think we are
if we think that the others are the migrants?’ (Schinkel and Van Reekum
2019: 16114). In the following chapters I therefore hope to mirror the outward
gaze that is so easily mobilized when ‘migration issues’ are raised. Instead
of turning to a horizon to look out for the origin of ‘the stranger’, I hope to
offer a reflective perspective that departs from an ‘us’ in the here and now.
Deportation practices are formed amid our collective, one that just as well

14 Translation by author.
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includes deportable people as also non-deportable people. After all, both of
these categories are contingent and their existence dependent on what we
shape and form, mobilize and negotiate in our social reality.
Chapters two to five were written as independent articles (see list of
publications) and as such do not form a chronologically designed monograph.
The architecture of this dissertation rather centers around the intersection of
the chapters, which can be found in the questions they raise concerning the
deportable subject as a meaningful figure in our world.
Chapter two sketches the broader field in which deportation practices not
only take place but also where the realities that they create are put to work,
both inside state bureaucratic sites and outside of them, in civil society
settings. These are often conceived of as dichotomized sides. However,
based on comparative fieldwork in the Netherlands15 with both civil society
organizations supporting potential deportees and in state deportation
settings, the term ‘deportation continuum’ is introduced to highlight the
relation rather than opposition between those who sustain the deportation
field in daily practice.
Chapter three turns to bureaucratic practices within state institutions,
comparing file-work in a Deportation Unit and a Criminal Court (fieldwork
in the latter by co-author dr. I. van Oorschot). The chapter recognizes filework, as a crucial technique in bureaucracies, to be a highly affective practice
wherein indifference is but one of the produced affects. Various affects,
mobilized locally, complement each other in shaping bureaucratic procedures.
Their mobilization is specific: which affects are produced where and when to
enable a procedural continuation, differs between and within procedures in
the Deportation Unit and the Criminal Court.

15 In contrast to the remaining chapters, the location is mentioned here because at the
time of this articles publication confidentiality issues had not occurred yet in ways
as they did in the research further on. This location however gives no indication
about any of the anonymized sites discussed in the remaining articles.
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Chapter four looks at the methodological challenges and specifically the
ethical implications of researching file practices in a Deportation Unit. The
dichotomy that is created by ethical committees and guidelines between
what is ethical and what is unethical was challenged during fieldwork. An
ontological discrepancy can be identified between, on the one hand, research
methods that center stage a practice that is formed in constantly changing
social relations, and on the other hand research ethics that presume one or
more bounded research population(s) that can be separated from one another.
Hence, I show the need to acknowledge the situated and relational character
of ethics.
Chapter five aims to further dissect local file practices in the Deportation
Unit by raising the question of how the deportation subject is made on a
daily level. The legal call to deport individuals instead of populations seems
to be answered through the technique of the file. Empirically, however, the
individual deportee is made in a constellation of several populations. These
populations are mobilized throughout a file’s trajectory and formed by
categories changing over time and place, indicating that their ‘making’ is an
ongoing bureaucratic practice. The performative demarcation of populations
made here is, importantly, not solely based on categories of nationality. An
order of whiteness is maintained too in these practices showing population
deportation, as it takes place today, to be a racialized practice.
Chapter six forms the conclusion and as such formulates final thoughts on
the making of deportable people in bureaucratic knowledge practices in
Europe. Drawing from the research presented in the preceding chapters it
comes back to the question raised in this introduction: How does the figure of
the deportable subject that is made in bureaucratic practices affect our social
lives?
Now let us start the exploration this question sends us off on.
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